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for minerva teichert there were only two reasons to paint
either a thing must be very beautiful or it must be an important
story she loved the truths of the book of mormon she felt determined to tell this important story through her masterful art
collected here is her complete series of book of mormon
murals each one a story by itself from the sons of lehi presenting their wealth to laban in exchange for the brass plates to christ
appearing at the temple in bountiful minerva teichert captured
the teachings and drama of the book of mormon
one hundred color plates assembled here for the first time
tell the story teichert felt inspired to share through her painting
an overview of reicherts
Teich
teicherts
erts mural techniques and personal motivations complements the paintings and sketches scriptures
captions and excepts from her letters enrich the presentation
of these works throughout the book
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using ephesians 613
17 arthur henry king persuasively
61317
argues that genuine education begins in homes where parents
read the scriptures to and with their children the language and
morality of scripture then form the foundation for learning
and judging every activity art and discipline
this book compels thoughtful reflection and helps people
put first things first professor king poet literary critic and
religious teacher has profoundly influenced the lives of a strong
cadre of intellectual followers expanding on the previously
published abundance of the heart this book brings together
twenty four of his best essays and speeches
you are not learning material here you are learning to be
you are letting yourself be changed in the inner man
C
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dale wood is one of the most prominent composers of
church music in the twentieth century his name is also widely
associated with his distinguished work as editor author organist
and conductor
songs of the heart contains nine pieces selected and newly

adapted for LDS use from woods publications issued by the
sacred music press of these six are found in the latter day saint
hymnal beautiful savior is contained in the latter day saint childrens songbook and two hymn tunes are traditionally associated
with psalm 23
the arrangements of these hymns that are cherished
throughout the christian world will set the tone for worshippers
who are seeking the spirit of the savior the music and the beloved texts deliver a testimony that is often more powerful than
the spoken word
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